1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Adolescence is recognized as a period of increased behavioral risk associated with greater mortality ([@bib0070]). Although direct links between real-world risk-taking and brain maturation have yet to be established, research to date suggests that neural systems supporting cognitive control and incentive processing follow different developmental trajectories, which may lead to increased impulsivity in the face of rewarding situations ([@bib0060], [@bib0095], [@bib0170], [@bib0275]). Although initial neurodevelopmental studies have been influential in guiding research toward the interaction of reward processing and cognitive control, there are three limitations in the existing literature. First, in tasks where performance increases with age (e.g., the antisaccade task; [@bib0175]), many prior studies have not compared neural activation patterns due to both task performance and age. That is to say, while developmental studies often control performance differences by using tasks that generate equal performance or though analytic models, in the present study we placed both behavior and age into the same model to account for shared vs. unique variance explained by each, allowing for the examination of their interaction. Second, most developmental studies have been cross-sectional in design, limiting implications toward developmental change ([@bib0260]). We address these limitations by focusing on how incentives, age, and performance, modulate brain activity during inhibitory control throughout middle childhood to young adulthood using an accelerated longitudinal design.

Behavioral studies indicate peak sensitivity to reward during adolescence ([@bib0065]), yet neuroimaging results have been inconsistent. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have shown developmental peaks in striatal activation when processing rewards ([@bib0075], [@bib0095], [@bib0295]), as well as developmental troughs ([@bib0025], [@bib0030], [@bib0145]).

Relatively less is known about the development processes underlying loss compared to what is known of these processes for reward ([@bib0270]). In adults, behavioral economics studies indicate that losses are valued two-fold compared to gains ([@bib0130], [@bib0290]) suggesting a psychological difference between rewards and losses. Behaviorally, adolescents and adults tend to exhibit similar levels of loss-aversion, while neuronally adolescents recruit striatal and frontal regions to a greater degree than adults when making decisions involving losses ([@bib0020], [@bib0310]). While the circuitry underlying the processing of losses and gains similarly include anterior cingulate, nucleus accumbens (NAcc), and amygdala, it is differentially engaged during these two types of tasks ([@bib0155], [@bib0285]).

In concert with motivation, inhibitory control, which is a core component of executive function, continues to mature through adolescence ([@bib0085], [@bib0165], [@bib0195]) supported by age-related changes in frontoparietal activation ([@bib0045], [@bib0215]). The antisaccade (AS) task probes the integrity of cortico-subcortical inhibitory control ([@bib0115]) and elicits decreases in dorsolateral PFC activation from childhood to adolescence, when it reaches adult-like levels ([@bib0215]). The AS task elicits increases in dACC activation from childhood into adulthood, and correlates with performance ([@bib0215]). These results suggest that inhibitory control is largely available by adolescence but with continued specialization that may undermine cognitive control and influence decision-making.

The effect of incentives on cognitive control have shown that incentives enhance activation in task-relevant neural regions ([@bib0135], [@bib0140], [@bib0160], [@bib0315]). In a rewarded AS task, behavioral performance was greater for reward than for non-reward trials, and rewards activated oculomotor circuitry supporting inhibitory control ([@bib0105]). Alternatively, others have found that when reward is contingent on suppressing an small immediate reward in favor of a larger delayed reward, regions supporting inhibitory control show relatively decreased activation ([@bib0200]). The authors suggest that successful inhibitory control over an immediate reward requires attentional disengagement. This would be similar to behavioral studies that have found success in delay of gratification to be facilitated by strategies that involve diverting attention from the immediate reward by engaging in other activities, such as making up unrelated games ([@bib0180]).

To examine the developmental effects of potential rewards and losses on cognitive control, we performed an incentivized AS fMRI study using an accelerated longitudinal design. The study sample consisted of individuals ranging from 10- to 20-years of age, with each being sampled two or three times at approximately 15-month intervals. We selected 22 regions typically associated with reward processing and inhibitory control and thought to underlie incentive and cognitive processing, including those that have been found to change through development (e.g. striatum, orbitofrontal cortex, ventromedial prefrontal cortex). Based on past results ([@bib0075], [@bib0095], [@bib0295]) including our own ([@bib0105], [@bib0220]), we make the following hypotheses. Activation in reward and cognitive control regions will show distinct age related effects across different incentives. During incentive trials, activity in ventral striatum will peak during adolescence while it will not change in neutral trials. Performance will improve with age, and with incentives, especially in younger subjects. As a second aim, we also sought to characterize the shape (linear vs. curvilinear) of developmental trajectories afforded by a longitudinal design.

2. Methods {#sec0010}
==========

2.1. Participants {#sec0015}
-----------------

The data for these analyses include 187 initial participants ranging in age from 10- to 20-years. Data was collected as part of an ongoing study and participants were enrolled from Pittsburgh and surrounding areas for behavioral testing and neuroimaging approximately every 15 months for two-and-a-half years. After accounting for motion, whole-brain coverage, behavioral measures, number of trials, and number of visits, the resulting data set included eighty-two subjects (41 females; [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}) providing data across two (*N* = 49) or three (*N* = 33) visits. Participants were compensated \$75, plus up to an additional \$25 based on accumulation of points. Immediately prior to scanning, subjects were asked to rate how 'valuable' (7-point Likert scale) they considered their chosen reward. In addition, each participant was asked to write down at least one item they might purchase with this compensation as a means to increase the salience of the reward. Subjects were instructed that they could win (rewarded trials) or lose (potential loss trials) points on each trial depending on their performance and that these points would be tallied at the end of the session. Subjects were remunerated based on the proportion of points earned out of a total of 280 using the following scale: 0--70 points (US \$10), 71--140 (US \$15), 141--210 (US \$20), 211--280 (US \$25.00 or the chosen gift card). This point-based approach allowed a separation between trial outcomes and dollar amounts, which was intended better adjust for potential differences in the subjective value of dollar amounts across age. IRB approved consent and assent forms were signed and collected from all participants and from the parents of minors.Fig. 1Distribution of ages for subjects included in the current data set.

2.2. Design {#sec0020}
-----------

The design for this incentivized antisaccade task was based on a similar task used by [@bib0100]. Subjects were informed that they would see a cue indicating whether correct performance would result in a gain of points (Reward trials), incorrect performance would incur a loss of points (Loss trials), or neither correct nor incorrect performance would affect accrual of points (neutral trials; [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}). Reward and Loss trials were worth plus or minus 5 points, respectively, which was indicated by the number of green or red bars appearing in the Cue display. Following each 1.5 s cue was a 1.5 s preparatory epoch, followed by a 1.5 s saccade event. The display of the saccade event contained a small yellow dot at one of six pseudorandomly selected peripheral locations; subjects were required to saccade away from the dot upon presentation. After the saccade event, correct responses were followed by a cash register sound, while incorrect responses were followed by a buzzer sound at the beginning of the intertrial interval. Intertrial intervals varied from 1.5 to 19.5 s following an exponential distribution. A total of 56 trials for each Reward, Neutral, and Loss condition were presented across 4 runs. An additional 72 partial trials with either a cue alone or cue and preparatory epoch without a saccade event were also presented to estimate better the hemodynamic response to each event type in other analyses ([@bib0205], [@bib0210]). Here, we collapsed across Cue, Delay, and Response epochs to gain more power in identifying our effects of interest.Fig. 2Experimental design Reward, Neutral, and Loss Cues were displayed for 1.5 s and followed by either a Prep and Saccade stimulus each lasting 1.5 s (Full Trial), a 1.5 s Prep stimulus (Partial Trial), or an intertrial interval (ITI; Partial Trial).

2.3. Data acquisition {#sec0025}
---------------------

Eye-tracking data in the MR scanner were collected using a long-range optics eye-tracking system from Applied Science Laboratories (Model 504LRO; Bedford, MA). Eye-position was obtained via pupil-corneal reflection observed in the reflection of a head coil-mounted mirror with 0.5° of visual angle. Video monitoring was also used to ensure compliance. A 9-point calibration was performed prior to the experimental session and between runs when necessary. Stimuli were presented using E-prime software (Psychology Software Tools, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA) and projected onto a flat screen behind the scanner, visible to the subject through the coil-mounted mirror. Eye data were scored off-line using ILAB ([@bib0110]) and MATLAB software (MathWorks, Inc.).

Correct responses in the antisaccade task were defined as those in which the first eye movement during the saccade epoch with velocity greater than or equal to 30°/s ([@bib0110]) was made toward the mirror location of the peripheral cue and extended beyond a 2.5°/visual angle from central fixation. Incorrect responses occurred when the first saccade during the saccade epoch was directed toward the peripheral stimulus and exceeded the 2.5°/visual angle central fixation zone but were subsequently directed to the correct location, indicating that the instructions were being followed. Trials in which no eye movements were generated, or in which the tracker lost fixation, were excluded from analyses. The overall proportion of trials excluded was 10% (*SD* = 9%). However, this proportion was greater for participants in the 10- to 14-year age range (*M* = 13.9%, *SD* = 12%) than those in the older 14- to 18-year (*M* = 8%, *SD* = 7%) and 18- to 23-year (*M* = 9.3%, *SD* = 7.7%) age ranges.

Imaging data were collected using a 3.0-T Siemens Allegra scanner at the Brain Imaging Research Center, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA. High-resolution anatomical data were collected using a magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient-echo (MP-RAGE) pulse sequence with 192 slices (1-mm slice thickness) in the sagittal plane. Functional data were collected using a gradient-echo echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence sensitive to BOLD contrast (T2\*) with the following parameters: TR = 1.5 s, TE = 29 ms, flip angle = 70°, and a 64 × 64 matrix with a field of view of 20 × 20 cm. Twenty-nine slices with a height of 4 mm were collected, for an anisotropic voxel size of 3.125 mm × 3.125 mm × 4 mm.

Preprocessing of the functional data followed standard techniques: despiking using AFNI\'s 3dDespike, slice timing correction, motion correction using mcflirt ([@bib0125]), brain extraction, registration of functional to non-linearly registered anatomical data, spatial smoothing using SUSAN ([@bib0265]) with FWHM of 5 mm, high pass filtering of 0.008 Hz, and normalization.

2.4. Analyses {#sec0030}
-------------

Analyses were refined by only including data meeting the following inclusion criteria: runs with fewer than 15% volumes having greater than 3 mm motion between volumes; visits sharing 90% of whole-brain coverage with all other subjects; subject visits with greater than 50% accuracy in antisaccade performance per condition (excluded 1 visit); visits with 20 or more correct antisaccade trials per condition (excluded 5 visits); and participants with 2 or 3 yearly visits.

Fixed-effects analyses were run using FSL to generate parameter estimates (PE) at the visit-level for each subject for Reward (Rew), Neutral (Neu), and Loss (Loss) conditions, as well as Rew \> Neu and Loss \> Neu contrasts, using the jittered intertrial interval as baseline. Nuisance regressors included the time-courses of two voxels from the right and left lateral ventricles to account for physiological noise, the six motion regressors used in motion correction, and the convolved hemodynamic response from trials that resulted in an incorrect response and trials that could not be rated due to missing eye-tracking data or those without a saccade (i.e. partial trials). This is to say, only correct trials were used in the analyses, with an event duration of 4.5 s to model the Cue, Preparatory, and Saccade epochs. We then used mixed-effects regression on the PEs obtained from the visit-level regression analysis using the *nlme* package for R on a voxel-by-voxel basis. Spurious effects of outliers were controlled for by resampling individual PEs using the R function *boot* with 500 iterations. Bootstrapped parameter estimates and standard errors were used to calculate *t* values, *p* values, and *z* values, in order to generate statistical brain maps.

Our analyses focused on a set of a priori ROIs ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}) known to be involved in antisaccade performance (i.e., frontal and supplementary eye fields, pre SMA, caudate, and putamen) ([@bib0105], [@bib0175], [@bib0300], [@bib0305]) and in reward and loss processing (i.e. amygdala, orbitofrontal cortex, ventral medial prefrontal cortex, and striatum). Antisaccade-related ROIs were drawn with a 10 mm or 7 mm (pre-SMA, SEF) sphere surrounding the peak voxel of the associated cluster identified by neurosynth ([www.Neurosynth.org](http://www.neurosynth.org){#intr0010}) using the name of each ROI as a keyword. One exception to this was the ROI for posterior parietal cortex, which used the term "preparatory", as this term provided a closer fit to activations from prior antisaccade studies. The resulting *z*-statistic images for these ROIs were then corrected for multiple comparisons using false discovery rate correction with a *q*-value of 0.05.Table 1ROIs.RegionBasis*xyz*Radius (mm)*n*\_voxAmy_RH-O Anat Atlas23−3−18--434Amy_LH-O Anat Atlas−23−5−18--390caudate_RH-O Anat Atlas131011--675caudate_LH-O Anat Atlas−13910--632NAcc_RH-O Anat Atlas912−7--110NAcc_LH-O Anat Atlas−1012−7--119OFC_RH-O Anat Atlas2924−16--1444OFC_LH-O Anat Atlas−3024−17--1650putamen_RH-O Anat Atlas2620--1011putamen_LH-O Anat Atlas−2500--979vmPFCH-O Anat Atlas044−18--1011dACC_sphereCoordinate0223010515dlPFC_L\_sphereCoordinate−42382810515dlPFC_R\_sphereCoordinate40402810515FEF_L\_sphereCoordinate−26−65210515FEF_R\_sphereCoordinate26−65210515PPC_L\_sphereCoordinate−28−644810515PPC_R\_sphereCoordinate30−624610515preSMA_sphereCoordinate06587179SEF_sphereCoordinate00687179vlPFC_L\_sphereCoordinate−4836−410515vlPFC_R\_sphereCoordinate4836−610515[^1]

Because a primary question of interest to many developmentalists is whether age-related change is linear or quadratic, and because many general patterns can be approximated through the use of polynomials, we tested linear and polynomial models of development against our primary model of interest containing an Age X Behavior interaction for each ROI and incentive condition or contrast: •Linear: PE~*ij*~ = Intercept + *β*~1~(Age) + *u*~1~ + *e*~*ij*~•Quadratic: PE~*ij*~ = Intercept + *β*~1~(Age) + *β*~2~(Age^2^) + *u*~1~ + *e*~*ij*~•Age X Behavior: PE~*ij*~ = Intercept + *β*~1~(Age) + *β*~2~(Accuracy) + *β*~3~(Age × Accuracy) + *u*~1~ + *e*~*ij*~

where subscript *ij* represents individual *i* at visit *j*. We did not explore a fourth possible model containing both Age and Age^2^ interacting with Accuracy, as our initial analyses demonstrated the superior fit of the model that did not include an Age^2^ term, and because performance in the antisaccade task has primarily been associated with age in a linear, or curvilinear (i.e. inverse) function with an extended age-range ([@bib0165]), rather than U- or inverted U-shaped trajectories. Age in years was mean-centered for the linear and quadratic models. For the Age X Behavior model, Reward condition accuracy was used as the behavioral measure for Reward trials, Loss condition accuracy was used for Loss trials, and accuracy in neutral trials was used as behavior for neutral trials. Age was represented in years for the Age X Behavior model to allow a sensible interpretation of the Age X Behavior interaction. Here, *u*~1~ represents a random intercept effect nested within subjects, while *e*~*ij*~ represents the normally distributed residual error.

To compare model fits, we collected the mean Akaike information criterion (AIC) across voxels from every ROI for each model and from an unconditional model that included only the intercept. AIC is a goodness of fit measure that seeks to balance model fit and complexity by penalizing the addition of parameters: a lower AIC value indicates a better fit to the data relative to an alternative model. A rule of thumb for comparing AIC values is that a decrease of 2 or less is weak evidence, 4--7 moderate, and 10+ strong for preferring one model over another ([@bib0050]). Generally, Model X is a better fit to the data than Model Y if the AIC for Model X decreases AIC by more than 1 + *k*, where *k* is number of additional parameters.

3. Results {#sec0035}
==========

3.1. Value ratings {#sec0040}
------------------

The type of reward selected -- visa debit cards (46%), cash (39%), iTunes (4%) and Barnes & Noble (4%) gift cards -- did not differ by age. All but four participants included in these analyses (ages 11.5, 13.9, 21.4, and 21.8 years) rated the subjective value of their chosen reward using a reversed Likert scale, 1 indicating the most value and 7 indicating the least value. As can be seen in [Fig. 3A](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}, although adolescents may appear to devalue the performance-based incentive (higher scores indicate less reward value), general linear models including Age or Age and Age^2^ as predictors of value ratings showed no associations with age, suggesting that, if anything, adolescents show greater variability in their ratings than younger or older participants.Fig. 3Reward value and antisaccade performance. (A) The self-reported value (1 = high value, 7 = low value) of gift cards appeared to be less for adolescents and a few older participants. Loss curve with standard error. (B) Accuracy improved with age most strongly between 10- and 14-years of age, and did not differ by condition. (C) The effect of positive and negative incentives were correlated with another, either improving or worsening performance. (D) Latencies were unaffected by Reward, Loss, or Neutral condition. Rew -- Reward, Neut -- Neutral, Acc -- accuracy.

3.2. Behavior {#sec0045}
-------------

Correct response rate ('accuracy') in each condition was good overall and improved with age ([Fig. 3B](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). Linear mixed-model regression with Age and Condition as variables followed by MCMC sampling showed that Age was a significant predictor (*p* \< 0.0001). Performance did not differ by incentive condition although there was a trend for greater accuracy in the Reward compared to Neutral condition (*p* \< 0.1).

To examine the relative effect of incentive on accuracy at the individual level for each visit, we ran a correlation on difference scores created by subtracting accuracy in the Neutral condition from accuracy in the Reward and Loss conditions. This correlation showed a strong relationship between incentive conditions, *r* = 0.545, *t*(195) = 9.083, *p* \< 0.001, such that for some individuals, reward and loss cues tended to improve performance, whereas for others, incentives tended to degrade performance ([Fig. 3C](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). This effect did not interact with age (*p* \> 0.19). To examine the consistency with which incentives affected performance across individuals, we collected intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) on these difference scores. The results from these tests show that Reward--Neutral difference scores were significantly correlated within individuals across visits, ICC = 0.226, *p* \< 0.05, 95% CI \[0.056, 0.395\], but that Loss--Neutral difference scores were not, ICC = 0.017, 95% CI \[-0.143, 0.192\].

The analysis of saccade latencies for correct responses used a linear mixed-model with age and incentive condition as factors with correct trials only. Initial analysis of RTs found a large effect of age (*p* \< 10^−9^), and because RT is known to decrease with age, we normalized (mean divided by standard deviation) each subject\'s RT with respect to their RTs on correct trials at each visit. Although the incentive conditions generally showed a decrease in RT compared to the neutral condition ([Fig. 3D](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}), these changes in RT were not significant for the Loss (*p* = 0.110) or Reward (*p* = 0.091) conditions. Interactions between incentive conditions and age were not significant.

Finally, we examined whether reward value ratings predicted accuracy in Reward, Neutral, and Loss conditions. They did not. Correlation *r* values were between −0.05 and 0.05 for all conditions, and *p* values \> 0.53.

3.3. fMRI {#sec0050}
---------

Model comparisons showed that the addition of Age^2^ to the linear model did not improve AIC, on average increasing AIC by 2.53, 3.23, and 1.40 points for Reward, Neutral, and Loss trials, respectively, across ROIs. Rather, an increase in AIC is clearly demonstrative of poorer fit. In contrast, adding Behavior and the Age X Behavior interaction to the linear model improved (decreased) AIC by 7.10, 8.27, and 7.12 points for Reward, Neutral, and Loss trials, respectively, demonstrating a superior model fit to the data even after penalizing for additional parameters. Thus, all reported results are obtained from an Age X Behavior model unless otherwise specified.

3.4. Mean activation (intercepts) {#sec0055}
---------------------------------

The main effects during Reward, Loss, and Neutral trials are illustrated in [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}.Fig. 4Main effects during Reward, Loss, and neutral trials activation was found in several occulomotor regions involved in the antisaccade task (FEF, putamen, PPC, dlPFC). Activation was also found in ACC during Neutral and Loss trials, caudate during Neutral and Reward trials, and in amygdala during all three trial types. ACC -- anterior cingulate cortex, dlPFC -- dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, PPC -- posterior parietal cortex, FEF -- frontal eye fields.Table 2ROIs by condition with significant main effects (intercepts).ConditionROIHemiSign*N* vox*z*-value*xyz*RewardAmygdalaR+273.6216−4−14RewardCaudateL+2343.87−8410RewardCaudateR+5245.0214612RewarddlPFCR+3043.81464032RewardFEFL+2004.86−30248RewardFEFR+883.4632048RewardnAccR+313.16614−2RewardPPCL+4594.1−32−6054RewardPPCR+3954.8626−5838RewardpreSMA--+593.63−41054RewardPutamenR+1054.112220−6NeutralCaudateL+1084.39−14412NeutralCaudateR+654.161820−2NeutraldACC--+1203.8482236NeutraldlPFCR+3414.99403422NeutralFEFL+2074.63−28252NeutralFEFR+954.1230048NeutralPPCL+3814.23−20−6642NeutralPPCR+4485.6326−6040NeutralPutamenL+2624.5−2216−8NeutralPutamenR+4445.832220−4NeutralvmPFC−2684.36050−22LossAmygdalaL+573.8−30−6−22LossdACC--+1554.43−82234LossdlPFCR+1423.34363424LossFEFL+1155.24−30248LossPPCL+1863.81−24−7046LossPPCR+3764.4130−5442LosspreSMA--+233.33−41054LossPutamenR+884.482220−4[^2]

3.5. Age effects {#sec0060}
----------------

Linear effects of Age were found in four ROIs: PPC, vlPFC, FEF, and amygdala ([Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}). Activation in ventral basolateral amygdala was negatively correlated with age during Loss trials. Activation in vlPFC was negatively correlated with age during neutral trials, while FEF activation was positively correlated with age during Loss Trials. In addition, the difference in FEF activation between Loss and neutral trials also correlated positively with age.Table 3ROIs showing effects of age, behavior, and Age X Behavior interactions.ConditionROIHemivarSign*n* vox*z*-val*xyz*NeutralCaudateLbeh+1083.69-8012NeutralCaudateRageXbeh−3164.3812012NeutralCaudateRbeh+3194.3512012NeutraldlPFCRage−224.25403422NeutralnAccRageXbeh−183.34614−2NeutralnAccRbeh+233.49614−2NeutralPutamenLageXbeh−5764.12−30−182NeutralPutamenLbeh+6224.17−288−6NeutralPutamenRageXbeh−2803.8724612NeutralPutamenRbeh+3584.0724612NeutralvlPFCLage−203.58−5632−2LossAmyLage−453.69−28−2−28LossFEFLage+2714.12−22−1250LossFEFRage+433.4130−1050LossvlPFCLageXbeh−423.66−52422LossvlPFCLbeh+353.69−52424Loss \> NeutralFEFLage+1603.7−24−846[^3]

The comparison of AIC values for each model (mean AIC of ROI) found that the quadratic model was a better fit to the data for PPC in the Loss condition ([Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}). In both right and left PPC, U-shaped patterns of activation were found, with a trough during adolescence.Table 4ROIs with significant Age^2^ terms for quadratic model.ContrastROIHemiShape*n* vox*z*-value*xyz*LossPPCL∪3043.29−24−6442LossPPCR∪2914.2532−6440[^4]

3.6. Age and behavior interaction {#sec0065}
---------------------------------

Significant effects of behavior were found in NAcc, caudate, and putamen, for neutral trials, and in vlPFC for Loss trials ([Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}). Positive betas for behavior show that as activation in these regions increased, there was a general improvement in AS performance in their respective condition. In all four of these same ROIs, interactions between age and behavior were also found. These results demonstrated that for younger participants, increased activation in NAcc, caudate, putamen, and vlPFC was associated with improved AS performance, but among older participants, increased activation in these regions was associated with worse AS performance ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}). The point of inflection (i.e., the age at which activation changed from beneficial to deleterious) was 16.9 years for caudate (Neutral), 19.92 years for NAcc (Neutral), 17.11 years for left putamen (Neutral), 16.8 years for right putamen (Neutral), and 16.02 years for vlPFC (Loss).Fig. 5Age X Behavior interactions in Loss and neutral trials. During Loss trials, an Age X Behavior interaction was found in ventral lateral PFC, while during neutral trials, Age X Behavior interactions were found in nucleus accumbens, putamen, and caudate. Interactions show that for younger participants (left side of scatterplots), greater activation was associated with greater performance (green line higher than red line), while for older participants (right side of scatterplots), greater activation was associated with worse performance (green line lower than red line). Individual parameter estimates are color coded by percent correct. vlPFC -- ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, nAcc -- nucleus accumbens. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

4. Discussion {#sec0070}
=============

This longitudinal study investigated maturation of the neural substrates supporting inhibitory control under incentivized conditions. Overall, results supported some of our hypotheses but not others. In the present design, we did not find evidence for the hypothesized peak in striatal activity during incentives. While similar circuitries were engaged across incentives, associations with age showed predominantly linear associations that engaged different regions for each incentive condition. Activation increased with age in FEF during loss, and in frontoparietal regions during neutral trials. Additionally, during loss, activation in basolateral amygdala decreased and showed a trough during adolescence in PPC. These results suggest that developmental changes in incentive processing is not peaking in adolescence but may continue to show increased or decreased engagement through young adulthood depending on the region involved. We also hypothesized that incentives would improve performance in younger subjects. Results indicated that in childhood, increased engagement of frontostriatal regions was associated with better performance, but through adolescence this relationship inverted and greater activation was associated with a decline in performance. These results suggest that optimal mature performance is supported by concise activation of frontostriatal systems, and evidence of increased engagement in adulthood may reflect continued immaturities.

4.1. Behavioral results {#sec0075}
-----------------------

Consistent with prior work, we found that performance in the AS task improved with age ([@bib0100], [@bib0165], [@bib0300]). Results showed that incentives affect performance with variability in those who showed improvement and those who showed hampering of performance. This may reflect how incentives contribute to heightened performance in some, while for others it can result in "choking under pressure" ([@bib0190]). The ICCs for behavioral data showed that performance on Reward trials was more stable within individuals than performance on Loss trials, suggesting that antisaccade performance may involve circuitry that is more susceptible to change over development or to day-to-day fluctuations, and this circuitry is more heavily engaged during loss than during reward conditions.

4.2. Age-related activation {#sec0080}
---------------------------

After separating activation that was related to behavior, we found several regions where activation was correlated with age, including cortical control regions and subcortical regions supporting loss and reward.

Age related changes were evident across cortical control regions including VLPFC, PPC, and FEF. Activation in VLPFC, a key region supporting cognitive control ([@bib0245]), was found to benefit younger subjects and hamper performance in older subjects. VLPFC activation has been found to normatively decrease in magnitude with age during the AS task ([@bib0215]). Greater activation during adulthood may reflect a pattern of processing closer to immaturity that could lead to poorer performance. In contrast to this linear effect in VLPFC, PPC showed a U-shaped curve with a nadir during adolescence. PPC in childhood may support attentional modulation ([@bib0015]) as has been found to be predominant at this age during AS performance ([@bib0120]). During adulthood, PPC may provide more direct support to antisaccade performance in contrast to prosaccade performance as has been found elsewhere ([@bib0035]). FEF showed a positive correlation with Age, but during Loss trials only. FEF is one of the core regions supporting correct AS performance ([@bib0080]). Loss trials may have been more difficult and adults may have supported correct performance by engaging this crucial region. Taken together, these results suggest that with development there is specialization in recruiting regions specific to AS performance, rather than relying on circuitry supporting general processes of cognitive control.

Age was also negatively correlated with activity in the ventral aspect of the amygdala during Loss trials. The BL amygdala, with its innervation from sensory regions, as well as from cingulate, insula, and PFC, has been associated with the throughput of bottom-up processing in mediating consummatory conditioning, information updating, value-encoding, as well as participating in attentional function ([@bib0225], [@bib0230], [@bib0235], [@bib0255]). Loss trials may contain an emotional component above Neutral and Reward trials that is more effectively curtailed with maturation, and reflected in attenuated ventral amygdala activity. Thus, our findings may reflect a decrease in amygdala-mediated bottom-up processing through adolescence that would be consistent with the maturation of cognitive control and response inhibition during adolescence. Future work will be important in substantiating this initial finding.

Increased striatal activation was associated with better performance under non-incentivized neutral trials in younger participants, while for older participants greater striatal activation was predictive of worse overall AS performance. Similar to the developmental trajectory of findings in VLPFC, increased activity in NAcc may be a marker for earlier development supporting better performance, while its continued dependence in adulthood may hamper performance. The nature of striatal activation during neutral trials, which are absent of extrinsic incentives, may be related to the ability to generate intrinsic motivation to support performance. Reward circuitry can be activated in the absence of extrinsic incentives when simply making a choice ([@bib0150]) and when difficulty is greater ([@bib0250]). Thus, under non-incentivized conditions, activation of motivation circuitry in children may enhance activity of cognitive control circuitry, thus enhancing performance. On the other hand, in adults, a disengagement of reward-related circuitry supports better performance ([@bib0190], [@bib0200]). Hence, while striatal activity may support cognitive control in childhood when the task is difficult, in adulthood striatal engagement may limit the efficacy of cognitive control circuitry.

It is interesting that an Age X Behavior interaction was not found in the striatum during Reward trials, when we would expect to find increased striatal activation. One possibility for the absence of this finding could be that striatal activation was robust across all levels of performance during reward trials (see [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}) that it reached a ceiling effect undermining the ability to find interactions. Another possibility is that Reward and Loss conditions evoke activation in slightly distinct aspects of motivation circuitry. This possibility is not exclusive from the first in that multiple converging afferents on the striatum may activate it more strongly during one condition than another. On the other hand, afferents from regions differentially involved with reward and loss could also combine differentially, leading to the observation of an Age X Behavior interaction in one condition but not the other, as found here. Each of these suggestions is speculative, and more work is necessary to confirm their generalizability across different contexts.

5. Conclusion {#sec0085}
=============

Results indicated that while greater striatal activity supports cognitive control early in development, it was found to hamper performance in adulthood where engagement of specialized control regions may support optimal control. Results showed a decrease in ventral amygdala activity through development suggesting a transition in the mediating role of the amygdala in bottom-up processing during inhibitory control. Thus, adolescence may mark the transition in the balance between facilitative and obstructive striatal function and cognitively-driven amygdala function during inhibitory control, which may further interact with the relative balance between externally and internally motivating processes.
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[^1]: *Note*: H-O Anat Atlas -- Harvard-Oxford anatomical atlas; *x, y, z* coordinates listed in MNI space; coordinates for H-O ROIs are centroid.

[^2]: *Note*: dlPFC -- dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, nAcc -- nucleus accumbens, dACC -- dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, FEF -- frontal eye fields, PPC -- posterior parietal cortex, vmPFC -- ventral medial prefrontal cortex, preSMA -- pre-supplementary motor area.

[^3]: *Note*: *x, y, z* coordinates in MNI space.

[^4]: *Note*: *x, y, z* coordinates in MNI space.
